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ABSTRACT
A simple and accurate method for data analysis and evaluating the relevant
chemical and electrochemical parameters (homogeneous chemical rate constant kc, the equilibrium constant K, the diffusion coefficient D,and the
standard reduction potential E0 ) of the ECrev mechanism were done using
new convolutive voltammetry and digital simulation methods. The experimental data were combined with digital simulation to ascertain the nature
of electrode reaction as well as the verification of the electrochemical parameters estimated experimentally.
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(v)1/2 plots. The determination of E0, kc, K and D via
new and simple convolutive method was carried out.
It is well known that values of the homogeneous The selected experimental example of ECrev mechanism
chemical rate constant, kc, and the equilibrium constant is the electrooxidation of pcym-ruthenium carborane
(K) of the chemical step coupled with charge transfer complex [pcym-closo-1,2,4-RuC2B8H10] in TBAP/
are usually determined from the ratio of ipb/ipf of a cyclic CH2Cl2 at glassy carbon electrode. Digital simulation
voltammogram[1]. The obtained values by this method was combined with experimental work to verify our
have some errors arising from the inaccurate proposed method for calculating the electrochemical
measurement of the ratio ipb/ipf in cyclic voltammetry parameters as well as identification the nature of
experiments. Convolution-deconvolution voltammetric electrode reaction.
treatments[2-8] was used to overcome the limitation arising
EXPERIMENTAL
from the cyclic voltammetric measurements.
The present work aimed to analyse and
The experimental data were obtained using an
characterize the nature of the electrode reaction (ECrev)
via I1 convolution at the end of the backward sweeps, electrochemical cell connected to a potentiostate Model
I1(end), and the ratio of the height of the forward sweep 273 PAR (from EG and G). [pcym-closo-1,2,4to the backward one of deconvoluted current versus RuC2B8H10] in 0.1M TBAP/CH2Cl 2 solution as
the square root of scan speed. (dI1/dt)f/(dI1/dt)b vs supporting electrolyte at glassy carbon electrode was
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selected as an example of ECrev scheme. Ruthenium
carborane complex were prepared by and provided
from Dr. J.Kennedy[9], Leeds University.
Convolution-deconvolution voltammetry were
performed according to the method established in
literature[10-13]. The digital simulation of the generated
cyclic voltammograms was carried out on PC computer
using EG and G Condesim package.

i,A
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows the simulated cyclic voltammogram
of ECrev system at sweep rate of 0.2 V/s, T = 298 K,
while figure 1b represent the experimental cyclic
voltammogram of [pcym-closo-1,2,4- RuC2B8H10]
complex in 0.1M TBAP/CH2Cl2 solution as supporting
electrolyte at glassy carbon electrode, scan speed of
0.5V/s and temperature 298K.
It was noted that, the reverse sweep of the I1
convolution at all sweep rates does not return to the
starting point. Figure 2 indicate the plots of I1(end) and
(dI1/dt)f/(dI1/dt)b vs (v)1/2 of the theoretical and
experimental ECrev mechanism. Figure 3a gives an
example response of I1 convolution of [pcym-closo1,2,4- RuC2B8H10] complex at sweep rate of o.5 V/s.
At extreme potential the I1 convolution reaches the
limiting value[7] Ilima = nFS(DA)1/2CbA. As shown the plot
of I1(end) and (dI1/dt)f/(dI1/dt)b vs (v)1/2 was found to
increase then decrease with increasing the square root
of sweep rate. This behaviour can be used as a simple
procedure for the diagnosis and analyse the type of the
electrode process.
Estimation of kc, K, and E0
For a reversible chemical reaction following the
charge transfer (ECrev) the following equation is hold:
k0,E0,a

A-ne
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D

C
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k-1(k1~k1)
(kc=k1+k-1)
s
B

The concentration of the species A (C ) & B ( C ),
at electrode surface can be detrmined and defined as:
b
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Figure 1 : (a) Simulated cyclic voltammogram of EC rev system at scan speed 0.2 V/s, n = 1.0, redox potential (E0). 0.5V,
diffusion coefficient (D) 5  10-10m2/s, standard heterogeneous rate constant (ks) 1  10-2 m/s, transfer coefficient ()
0.5, bulk concentration (C0)1 mol/m3, homogeneous chemical rate constant (kc) 4 per s. (b) Experimental cyclic
voltammogram of of pcym-closo-1,2,4- RuC2B8H10 in 0.1M
TBAP/CH2Cl2 at glassy carbon electrode (GCE), scan speed
0.5V/s, n = 1.0, redox potential 1.04 V diffusion coefficient
(D) 4.25  10-9 m2/s, standard heterogeneous rate constant
(ks) 2.5  10-5 m/s, transfer coefficient () 0.45, bulk concentration (Co) 5 mol/ m3, homogeneous chemical rate constant (kc) 0.09 per s.
where DA and DB is the diffusion coefficient of the species A
and B respectively, K is the equilibrium constant = k1/k-1, and
the other terms have their usual meaning. By substituting the
values of CsA, CsB, forward (kf) and backward (kb) heterogeneous
rate constants of the electron transfer process in the ButlerVolmer relationships one obtains the following expression:

i( D A )1 / 2
s
A

s
A
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The true value of homogeneous chemical rate
constant (kc), equilibrium constant (K) and the standard
reduction potential (E0) were determined via I1 and I2
convolution using suitable time-scale for the cyclic
voltammetry experiments. So, on the return of the wave
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Figure 2 : I1end and (dI1/dt)f/(dI1/dt)b versus square root of scan speed of the simulated (a and b) and of the experimental (c and
d) data of ECrev
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Figure 3 : (a) I1 convolution of ECrev, (b) I2 convolution of
ECrev at true kc value

to the initial potential   infinity, Ilim = I1, and the left
hand side becomes very small and can be neglected,
and hence, eq(4) gives the following form:

(5)

This means that I1 = -I2 K, and at this extreme, K
can be calculated for the various test values of kc from
the ratio I1(end)/I2(end). The I2 convolution of RuCarborane complex at sweep rate of 0.5 V/s are shown
in figure 3b which indicate the equality of I1 and I2
convolution at the end of sweep Values of kc and K
estimated from this method are found to be 0.09 s-1 and
1.0 respectively. Values of I1 convolution at the end of
the backward sweep I1(end) and I2 convolution at the end
of the backward sweep I2(end) at various values of kc were
reported in TABLE 1. It was found that for Ru-carborane
complex I1(end) = -I2(end) at true kc value (0.04 s-1).
Also, at potential corresponding to the formal
reduction potential, i.e at E = E0, the left hand side of
eq. 4 is very small and can be neglected, and eq. 4 can
be written as following:
I lim  I 1 

I1
I K
 2 e    0.0
1 K 1 K

(6)

I K 
 I
I lim  I 1   1  2 e  nF / RT( E  E 0 )  0.0 (7)
1 K 1 K 
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Figure 4 : Ilim - I1 and I2 versus the applied potential of experimental work of ECrev system
TABLE 1 : Values of k1, k-1, kc, I1(end), and I2(end) for Rucarborane complex at sweep rate 0.1 V/s

k1(s-1)
1.000
0.250
0.100
0.050
0.010
0.005
0.002

k-1(s-1)
1.000
0.250
0.100
0.050
0.010
0.005
0.002

kc (s-1) I1(end) (As1/2)
2.000 1.24210-4
0.500
0.200
0.100
0.020
0.010
0.004

I2(end)(As1/2)
8.0510-6
1.0210-5
2.19710-5
1.41910-5
7.44010-5
9.43010-5
1.24110-4

So, at true value of kc eq. (7) becomes
I 
I
I lim  I 1   1  2   0.0
2 
 2

(8)

since at true kc, I1 = -I2, eq. (8) gives
Ilim - I1 - I2 = 0.0
i.e Ilim - I1 = I2

(9)
(10)

This means that at true value of kc and K, the plot
of Ilim - I1 with I2 vs the applied potential will intersect
exactly at true E0 value. Figure 4 gives an example of
the combination between Ilim - I1 and I2 vs E of Ru
carborane complex that intersect at E0 (- 1.04 V) value.
This plot indicates that the accuracy and the validity of
this method for evaluation of the kc, K and E0 for ECrev
system via simple convolutive voltammetry from one
experiment.
CONCLUSION
A simple and accurate method for estimating the
chemical and electrochemical parameters and analyse
the electrode mechanistic of the ECrev reaction via
convolutive voltammetry is proposed and discussed.
The kinetic convolution (I2) appear to be an excellent
tool for determining the homogeneous chemical rate
constant (kc), equilibrium constant (K) and the standard
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reduction potential (E0) of the ECrev scheme from
combination between I2 and Ilim - I1 vs. the applied
potential (E). Identification of the nature of chemical
step which following the charge transfer via simple
method was illustrated and discussed. The application
of convolution-deconvolution procedure in treating the
data gives a better accuracy in the mechanism
determination. The obtained data of the theoretical work
were found to compare very well with those obtained
in the experimental one.
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